
ABSTRACT 

According to Pierrehumbert [1], two level tones (H and 
L) are enough in representing intonation. But in Korean, 
high fall and low fall boundary tones, both of which must 
be represented as HL% in intonational phonology as in 
Jun [2, 3], are distinct not only acoustically but also 
functionally. The same is true in the case of high level 
and mid level boundary tones, which must be represented 
as H% in intonational phonology. I conducted two 
identification tests to provide crucial evidence that H and 
L are not enough in intonational phonology. The results 
of these tests show that categorical perception occurs 
between high level and low level as well as between high 
fall and low fall. Based on this fact and the results of the 
acoustic analyses in Lee [4, 5], I strongly propose to 
adopt one more level tone – M – to represent Korean 
boundary tones. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the major tenets of Pierrehumbertian intonational 
phonology is that intonation can be satisfactorily 
represented by assuming only two level tones ― High 
and Low. This tenet has been applied to represent 
intonation of several languages like English [1], Japanese 
[6, 7], Bengali [8], German [9], Italian [10], and so on. 

Jun [2, 3] was the first attempt to represent Korean 
intonation within the framework of intonational 
phonology. Since she followed the above-mentioned 
tenet strictly, she neglected the distinction between high 
fall and low fall boundary tones, which I proposed in Lee 
[11]. But as can be seen in Figure 1, the sentence 
“Seoul-e gasso (Seoul-to went)” is perceived as a 
question if high fall boudary tone is imposed on the last 
syllable, whereas this sentence is perceived as a statement 
if low fall boundary tone is imposed. And the difference 
in peak frequency between these two tones is 79Hz. In 
Lee [4, 5], I measured and compared peak frequencies of 
high fall and low fall boundary tones based on 
quantitative acoustic data. In these studies, the difference 
in peak frequency between these two tones was 
statistically significant. It follows that high fall and low 
fall boundary tones are distinct functionally as well as 
acoustically. 
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satisfactorily. I will provide crucial evidence that high 
fall and high level are functionally distinct from low fall 
and low level by conducting perception tests. 

 

2. EXPERIMENT 

For this experiment, “Seoul-e gasso (Seoul-to went)”, 
which can be used both as a statement (“He went to 
Seoul.”) and as a question (“Has he gone to Seoul?”), was 
used as a test sentence. I pronounced this sentence with 
high fall boundary tone on the last syllable for high fall 
and low fall identification test. And I pronounced this 
sentence with low level boundary tone on the final 
syllable for high level and mid level identification test. I 
recorded these utterances directly into KAY’s CSL 4400 
using a Shure SM-48 microphone in a recording room. 

I modulated the peak frequency of each boundary tone at 
10 Hz intervals with Pitch Instruments’ WinPitch. 12 
tokens were made for the high fall and low fall 
identification test. As can be seen in Figure 3, straight 
lines were drawn from modulated peak frequencies to the 
bottom frequency, i.e. 90 Hz, to synthesize falling tones. 
The bottom frequency of the preceding syllable was 104 
Hz. Although the delayed peak of the high fall was 
neglected in synthesizing the falling tones, the perceptual 
effect of the high fall was maintained as long as the peak 
frequency was sufficiently high. 

Another 12 tokens were made for the high level and mid 
level identification test. As can be seen in Figure 4, 
straight lines were drawn from the bottom frequency of 
the preceding syllable, i.e. 114 Hz, to modulated peak 
frequencies in order to synthesize level tones.  

Each 12 tokens were randomly mixed and spaced at 3 
second intervals by using Cool Edit 2000. Two minute 
break was given between each test. All the tokens were 
presented once to 16 subjects in a quiet office. They were 
asked to check whether each token was perceived as a 
statement or as a question 
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Figure 3. Peak frequency was modulated at 10 Hz 
intervals for high fall and low fall identification test. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 high fall and low fall identification test, categorical 
ption occurred when peak frequency reached 
176 Hz. Almost all subjects perceived synthesized 
nces as a statement until peak frequency reached 
Hz. The number of subjects who perceived 
esized utterances as a question increased as the peak 
ency increased. When peak frequency reached 206 
ll the subjects perceived synthesized utterances as a 
ion. 
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The fact that categorical perception was observed in the 
high level and low level identification test as well as in 
the high fall and low fall identification test constitutes 
crucial evidence that H and L are not enough in 
intonational phonology and thus we have to adopt one 
more level tone ― Mid tone ― to represent Korean 
boundary tones. Just as there are tone languages with two 
distinctive level tones (e.g. north Kyungsang dialect in 
Korea) and three distinct level tones (e.g. south 
Kyungsang dialect), we have to admit that there can be 
intonation languages that need more than two level tones 
to satisfactorily represent intonation.  

In Lee [4, 5], I proposed to represent high fall boundary 
tone as HL%, not as HM%, in intonational phonology in 
spite of the fact that the bottom frequencies of high fall 
and low fall boundary tones were significantly different. 
In the high fall and low fall identification test, the bottom 
frequency of both high fall and low fall tones was set at 
90 Hz. But the synthesized high fall tones sounded very 
natural. This fact supports my earlier proposal that high 
fall boundary tone should be represented as HL%. I 
assume that the pitch target of the high fall is the same as 
that of the low fall but the former is normally undershot. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, I conducted high fall and low fall 
identification test as well as high level and low level 
identification test in order to provide crucial evidence that 
H and L are not enough in intonational phonology and 
therefore we have to adopt one more level tone ― M ― 
to represent Korean boundary tones. 

The results of the identification tests show that 
categorical perception occurs between high level and low 
level tones as well as between high fall and low fall tones. 
Since the same sentence is perceived as a statement when 
low fall or mid level boundary tones are imposed on the 
final syllable and as a question when high fall or high 
level boundary tones are overlaid, we can confidently 
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